
  

Butterfly pattern 
By The Crafty Crochet Corner 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This pattern uses any yarn of your choice. 

It is a great scrap busting mini project and these can be turned into little gifts by adding a magnet or a 
clip! 

There are three different finishing rounds, each one will give you a different result! 
 

This pattern is written in standard American crochet terms 
To translate to English crochet terms use the following American English 

DC (Double crochet) Treble crochet 
SC (single crochet) Double Crochet 

 
Materials 

Any yarn, in 3 different colours, just ensure the weight is matching for all 3 colours (I used cotton 
aran and t-shirt yarn) 

A small amount of brown yarn for the body 
A Suitable crochet hook for your yarn. 

Sewing needle 
Scissors 

 
Stitches 

DC – Double crochet 
SS – Slip Stitch 

CH – chain 
SC – Single crochet 

 

Your beginning CH3 counts as a DC throughout this pattern 
 

Special stitches 
Picot – CH 3, Place a SC into the 3rd  ch from the hook 



 

The Pattern 
To begin CH8, join to form a ring 

R1. CH3 (this counts as a DC now and throughout) 2DC into ring, CH2, *DC3 into ring, CH2* Repeat 6 
more times, and join to the top of your starting CH3.  Cut yarn 

 
R2. Attach new colour in any CH2 area ( I like to attach it in the CH2 area before where I cut my yarn 
so I can work over my tails so they don’t need sewing) CH3, work 2DC, CH4, 3DC into the same CH2 

space. In the next CH2 space work *3DC, CH2, 3DC* repeat between ** 6 more times SS to the 
beginning CH3.  Cut yarn. 

 
R3. Attach Yarn into any CH4 space (again I like to do this before my tail). CH3, place 5DC into the 

space, picot, 6DC, SS into the space between your 3DC clusters. * 6DC, PICOT, 6DC into the next CH4 
space, SS into the space between your 3DC clusters* repeat between ** 6 more times. 

SS to top of CH3.  Cut yarn.  Sew any tails in. 
 

Alternative r3. Attach Yarn into any CH4 space (again I like to do this before my tail). CH3, place 9DC 
into the space, SS into the space between your 9DC and your next CH4 . * 10DC into the next CH4 

space, SS into the space between your 3DC clusters* repeat between ** 6 more times. 
SS to top of CH3.  Cut yarn.  Sew any tails in. 

 
Another alternative r3. Attach Yarn into any CH4 space (again I like to do this before my tail). CH3, 
place 5DC into the space, picot, 6DC, SS into the space between your 3DC clusters. 6DC, PICOT, 6DC 
into the next CH4 space, SS into the space between your 3DC clusters, In the next CH4 space place 
10DC, SS into space between the two working areas and place another 10DC into the next CH4. SS 
into the space between the two working areas, *and in the next CH4 space place 6DC, CH3, SC into 
the 3rd CH from the hook, and place another 6DC into the chain 4 space* repeat between ** again, 
SS into the next space between your two working areas, and in the next CH4 area work 10DC, SS 
into space between the two working areas and in the last CH4 area place 10DC, SS into the last 

space between the working areas and SS to the top of your starting CH3. 
Cut yarn.  Sew any tails in. 

 
Fold your work in half, and you should see a butterfly! 

 

For the body, take some brown yarn and CH25, cut the yarn leaving a tail. 

Wrap this around the body and double knot it at the top. You should now have 2 antennae.  

Pull the ends as tight as you can and snip the tails off. 
 

You now have a completed butterfly! 
 

To attach any magnets or clips, I decide which is my back and which is my front. And on the back I 
glue the extra bit on. 

 
Thanks to The Crafty Crochet Corner for the design 


